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1: U.S. Open leaderboard breakdown: Scores, Round 1 coverage, golf highlights - www.enganchecubano.c
Opening Day (Play It Your Way Sports Books, No. 5) [Mitch Gelman] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping
on qualifying offers. The reader's decisions as manager of the Bombers, the previous season's World Series champions,
will determine who wins the first game of the new season.

Francesco Molinari birdies 18 to win British Open Live blog: Kevin Casey July 22, 8: What a charge, TW.
That 15th major could come at any time now. That means the Italian is your champion! Molinari, what a
finish! He stuffs it to 4 feet at 18 for birdie and drains the putt for a 2-under He gets in at 8-under and that
gives him a great shot at the Open. Schauffele is 7 under with two to play and Kisner is 6 under with one to
play. Tiger Woods misses a short birdie putt at the 18th. Molinari had a good look at 17 for birdie, but missed
a footer. Tiger got up and down for par to remain 5 under. Schauffele pars the 15th to stay in a tie for the lead
at 7 under. Kevin Chappell is hanging tough at 6 under through 16 after huge par saves at 14 and Spieth is
back to 5 under after bogey at But a nice par has him in at 1-under 70 and 6 under overall. That ties him for
the clubhouse lead with Justin Rose. Both are one back overall at the moment. Now they wait and see if 6
under can hopefully be good enough for a playoff. But the tap-in birdie ties him with Molinari for the lead at 7
under. Spieth misses a 6-footer for birdie at the same hole and is at 6 under. Rory McIlroy pars the 17th and
remains 6 under. He drained a gutsy 8-foot par putt to do it. He comes to the 72nd hole on back. Justin Rose
stuffs a wedge at the 18th to 3 feet and drains the birdie putt. Rose had to birdie the 18th on Friday just to
make the cut on the number. He then goes on the weekend to get in at 6 under. He could be your Open
champion! Rose birdied the 18th all four day, by the way. Molinari birdies the 14th, and Tiger drains a footer
to birdie as well. That puts Molinari into the solo lead at 7 under. Tiger remains two back at 5 under. This day
is just unbelievable. Rory McIlroy drains a footer for eagle at the par-5 14th and ties the lead at 6 under!!
Six-way tie for the lead including Rory and Spieth!!! Tiger unfortunately falls two behind with a bogey at No.
Tiger doubles the 11th to fall to 5 under. He leads with Molinari, Kisner and Chappell! Kisner and Spieth both
went out in 39 and still lead. Justin Rose is one back after an eagle at Kevin Kisner birdies the 10th and
moves to 6 under. That leaves four tied for second at that number. Kisner, Spieth, Chapell and Molinari are all
6 under. McIlroy has dropped to 4 under. Tiger took the solo lead after a Xander double at the seventh. This is
truly getting spectacular. Tiger leads by one over Spieth and Francesco Molinari. Rory McIlroy is just two
back. Eddie Pepperell, who closed in 67 hours ago at 5 under is still in this! Tiger co-leads, Spieth is one back,
Rory within two. Spieth, for some reason, takes 3-wood on his second at the par-5 sixth, and that goes way
right into a gorse bush. He takes an unplayable, finds the green and then three-putts for double bogey to fall to
6 under. Xander Schauffele bogeys the sixth to drop to 7 under. That means Tiger Woods and Schauffele are
tied for the lead!! Spieth and Schauffele both bogey the fifth to fall to 8 under. Meanwhile, Tiger birdies the
sixth to move to 7 under. This is real, folks. What an unbelievable Sunday this could be! Pepperell pars the
18th to fire a 4-under 67 and get in at 5 under overall. That is currently the round of the day and he has the
clubhouse lead by three! Of course, several groups left to finish and there are six players ahead of his 5 under
out on the course. Already a smattering of big numbers among the late groups. Kisner goes double
bogey-bogey early to fall to 6 under. Tommy Fleetwood double bogeys the sixth to drop to 3 under. Alex
Noren does the same at five to also push back to 3 under. Tiger Woods, on the other hand, birdies the fourth to
move to 6 under. Wow, here comes Eddie Pepperell! The Englishman birdies 17 to move 4 under for his
round and 5 under overall. If he can somehow birdie 18 as well and post at 6 under, you never know. The
conditions are that tough. Yes, 6 under is a long shot to hold up, but not impossible. Pepperell started the day
eight back, but Paul Lawrie won at Carnoustie from 10 behind on Sunday in More separation, unfortunately
for Kevin Kisner. He drives into a fairway bunker at the second, fails to get out on his first attempt and makes
double bogey. That quickly drops him to 7 under. Spieth and Schauffele are now the co-leaders at 9 under.
The three co-leaders are all still 9 under after opening pars, and they lead everyone by three after Kevin
Chappell bogeys the first to fall to 6 under. Tiger Woods starts par-par to stay 5 under. We might have our
round of the day. Jason Day fires a 3-under 68 to finish his week at 2 under. Day is currently T Before that
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happened, Erik van Rooyen birdied his first two holes to reach 6 under. Tommy Fleetwood just birdied the
first to also reach 6 under. Rory McIlroy 5 under just teed off. Tiger goes off in just under 20 minutes. Sam
Locke, a year-old Scot, has officially won the Silver Medal for finishing low amateur. He was the only
amateur to make the cut and goes to get in at 9 over. So far, that has shown in the scores. The best round in the
clubhouse is 2-under 69, and nobody is better than 3 under in his round on the course right now.
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2: South Korea could feel home pressure at International Crown | FOX Sports
Let friends in your social network know what you are reading about Facebook Email Twitter Google+ LinkedIn Pinterest
Without Urban Meyer, No. 5 Buckeyes hunt opening day win over beleaguered.

The green is wide but shallow and the prevailing wind is with the players. Houston Oaks is in the heart of a
family retreat amid massive oaks on what was once Tennwood Country Club. Houston Oaks, at 7, yards, is not
a course for long hitters. It puts shot-making back into the game," said Darren Howard, Houston Oaks director
of golf. Williams said the Houston Oaks owners never made it a requirement during design and construction to
create a course worthy of holding significant events. The green is diagonal from the tee box, giving the golfer
a narrow target with a prevailing cross wind. The course has been totally renovated, but the highly anticipated
opening day is still months away. An unusually cool spring has kept the bermuda fairways from turning lush.
The warm weather of last week will help speed the process, but it takes time. Durante said the target date for
the opening of the golf course is August and early summer for the clubhouse. Eat, sleep and dream golf? The
golf course opened in July and is still being fine-tuned. New courses -- and this is essentially a new course -that open after June are not eligible for rankings, and Maridoe requested not to be considered for the rankings.
From his first discussions with Huddleston about creating a new course where Honors Club once stood,
Smyers said the object was to build a course that could host a national amateur event. The other goal, Smyers
said, was to make it "a poster child for modern day golf course sustainability. That means the course will play
firm and fast and will not look as lush as other courses that pour water on the fairways. Oklahoma-based
architect Tripp Davis restored the site of the U. Davis cleared overgrown areas to create sweeping vistas,
enhancing previously hidden natural elements. Some of the changes are dramatic -- a new pond fronting the
15th tee, a larger irrigation lake beside 14, and a stream dotted with chalk boulders that comes into play on 10,
16, 17 and Davis took special care to restore Golden Age design elements embraced by Bill Diddel, who did
the original design: All tees, greens and bunkers were redone and most fairways were reshaped. The project
also included replacing cart paths, drainage improvements and a new irrigation system. Other features include
a new short course -- with holes ranging from yards -- on previously unused land and an expanded driving
range. They are meant to have subtle things that make the look of the golf course and the play of the golf
course timeless. In restoring a classical style of design, those were the things we focused on. The course,
designed by Jeffrey D. Brauer of Arlington, is scheduled to open in August This is for Texas Golf It is a mile
off I two hours east of Dallas. The par Tempest Golf Club will play 7, yards from the tips. The first six holes
are routed over the footprint of the old course. The rest are new, built on land previously reserved for
residential lots. Grassing on the 7,yard, par course is set to begin in August with the course opening for play
next summer. The golf course is part of a master-planned community with room for 1, luxury homes.
Developer Rob Whittle said homes will not be visible from the golf course. A new irrigation system and the
relocation of some holes will help alleviate flooding problems from the West Fork of the Trinity River
adjacent to the course. The routing has changed for nine of the 18 holes on the course that will have a links
style. The course, which will tip out at 6, yards with a par of 71, is expected to be open in the fall. The full
course, designed by Gary Stephenson who designed Wildhorse Golf Club in Denton, is scheduled to open to
the public by late summer. Bill Nichols and Steve Habel contributed to this report.
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3: No. 5 Oklahoma learning how to handle Army's triple option | FOX Sports
Taylor also matched a career-high with three rushing touchdowns, and No. 5 Wisconsin asserted its dominance after
allowing a score on the game-opening drive to pull away for a win on Saturday.

But can he build on his momentum this time at the Tour Championship? Woods and Fowler shot matching 65s
on Day 1 and their Day 2 crowds in Atlanta should be electric. So keep it right here as we provide the latest
scores, news, and highlights from the second round. All times ET 5: Tiger and J-Rose will play in the final
group of the day as hole co-leaders. What a weekend this sets up to be: Justin Rose is looking for his first
FedEx Cup titleâ€”and is in position to do so, with Bryson DeChambeau shooting a second-round 75 to be one
shot out of dead last. And he has put himself in great position to do so. Here are the scores after Day 2: Tiger
Woods -7 T Justin Rose -7 3. Rory McIlroy -5 T Justin Thomas -4 T Billy Horschel -4 T Patrick Cantlay -4 T
Jon Rahm -4 T Kyle Stanley -3 T Rickie Fowler -3 For full scores, click here 5: Justin Rose plays a great chip
from just in front of the green for a routine-looking birdie He has yards for his second. Justin Rose, well
positioned after his yard drive at the 18th hole right in front of the water, comes up well short of the green
with his second shot. Tiger Woods -6 T Justin Rose -6 3. Justin Thomas -3 T Billy Horschel -4, shot a 65
today T Patrick Cantlay -4, also shot a 65 today T Jon Rahm -4, in with a 68 T Kyle Stanley -3, shot a 68 T
Rickie Fowler -3 For full scores, click here The other Justin, in the group ahead, Justin Thomas, birdied the
closing hole to move to 4-under. Rory McIlroy failed to get up and down for a closing birdie, so he finished up
at 5-under. Tiger misses the opportunity for a fourth birdie on the back nine, missing his birdie bid at His
putter has been on today: He hit it Tiger Woods fails to hit the footer bogey-saver Story Continues Just a
couple of minutes ago, Tiger had a four-shot lead over everyone else not named Justin Rose. Now Rory
McIlroy finds himself one back Rickie Fowler -4 T Kyle Stanley -3, shot a 68 For full scores, click here 5: He
played his fourth shot to 12 feet Justin Rose has bogeyed the 16th hole, missing a six-footer for par to drop to
6-under. This will be a really difficult up and down. Perhaps some extra momentum there from Tiger Woods
on the tee at the 16th hole. Tiger Woods is your solo leader once again at East Lake. He walks in a footer for
birdie at the difficult par-3 15th. Tiger has gained some momentum here on the inward nine to take the lead.
He looks to be in control of his game at the moment. Meanwhile, Justin Rose is just off the green playing his
third shot at the 16th hole. Tiger converted his footer for birdie Big tee shot coming up here at the long par-3
15th, where Rose is just off the green. Terrific shot from Tiger Woods at the ultra difficult yard 14th
holeâ€”he sticks his approach to 17 feet to give himself a shot at another birdie to tie Justin Rose atop the lead.
Rickie Fowler, with his tee shot in the rough, hits a poor second shot with a wood, and will have his work cut
out to save par. We have a new leader at the top: J-Rose buries a footer for birdie at the 14th hole to grab sole
possession of the lead Rose, of course, controls his own destiny The Englishman has done enough so far
Tiger Woods, after a poor bunker shot on the 13th hole, does really well to save par here. He curls in a footer
to remain tied with Justin Rose for the lead. The short game has kept Tiger in the lead, particularly today.
Tiger hit his third fairway of the day on the 12th holeâ€”and he has capitalized. A sensational approach from
out to about four feet, and Tiger capitalizes for his birdie. But that sole possession of the lead lasted all of
about 20 seconds. Justin Rose birdies the 13th hole to join Tiger at Rickie Fowler -5 T Rory McIlroy -4 T Jon
Rahm -3 -- just double-bogeyed the 15th hole T Tony Finau -3 T Gary Woodland -3 For full scores, click here
4: Another poor tee shot from Tiger Woods, but once again, the time major champ scrambled like a champ. He
pars the par-3 11th hole to stay one back of Rickie through Despite another missed fairway, Tiger scrambles
for another par He nipped a great flop shot to a foot or so. Tiger missed the four-foot comebacker for par, so
he drops his first shot of the day. He turns in an even-par Woods should make that for par and a 1-under,
which is what he shot on the front nine on Thursday also. After slicing his drive way right, he got a bounce off
a cart path and a drop because of a TV tower. Still, his approach found a front bunker and after splashing out
and having his ball funnel to about five feet, Woods made the par save to stay at six under and extend his
bogey-free streak to 25 holes. Playing partner Rickie Fowler missed a makable birdie to remain the leader at
seven under. After having to punch out on No. Fowler escapes trouble off the tee as well to make a par to stay
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at seven under. Up ahead, Rahm makes bogey to drop back to six under. At four under on the day, he still has
the best round going of anyone. After a great drive, Woods misses the green with a 5-wood and fails to get up
and down from a tough spot. Meanwhile, Rickie Fowler two-putts for birdie and up ahead, John Rahm birdies
the ninth to make the turn in Both Fowler and Rahm now share the lead at seven under with Woods one back.
Rickie Fowler birdies the hole to get to six under with Woods and Jon Rahm. Still, par is a good score there
â€” as it will be on No. Meanwhile, Jon Rahm rolls in another birdie, his fifth in seven holes, to join Woods at
six under. Tiger coaxes in the slick downhill birdie putt to move to six under. That opening three-putt on
Thursday seems like weeks ago with the way Woods has been rolling it since. Meanwhile, some craziness at
the top of the leader board as two players Justin Rose and Rory McIlroy move to five under while two others
Rickie Fowler and Jon Rahm drop out of a tie for the lead in a matter of moments. Woods will have a good
chance to break out of the pack after hitting a bullet draw to about 15 feet on the par-3 second. Woods striped
one at No. Rahm opens his second round with three consecutive birdies to get to five under and match Tiger
Woods and Rickie Fowler, who are minutes away from teeing off.
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4: Tour Championship Friday blog: Tiger Woods, Justin Rose tied on top after Day 2 at East Lake
Ian Book had one of two ways to go at halftime of Notre Dame's victory over Virginia Tech.. He could continue his
spiraling second-quarter performance, or he could get back to the way he.

Taylor scores 3 TDs, No. Rushing for yards on 33 carries, both career highs, can take a toll on a running back,
and he took some time to himself before speaking to reporters about his milestone day. Taylor also matched a
career-high with three rushing touchdowns , and No. Taylor is also determined to take better care of the ball
after fumbling for a second straight week. Coach Paul Chryst, though, likes how Taylor bounces back after a
miscue. He also fumbled for a second straight week and is going to work on that. Taylor had a career-high
yards receiving and a score for the Badgers , who won their 41st straight home nonconference game. With the
Lobos down to third-string quarterback Sheriron Jones because of injuries, the Badgers converted two
turnovers into touchdowns within about a five-minute span of the third quarter to pull away. Alex Hornibrook
hit A. Taylor for a yard touchdown pass with 7: J Taylor came to play today? Seven plays later, Jonathan
Taylor rumbled into the end zone from 5 yards behind pulling center Tyler Biadasz for his second touchdown
of the afternoon and a lead. That allowed the crowd at Camp Randall Stadium to relax a bit. Until that stretch,
the Lobos trailed by just three and threatened to take the lead after picking off a pressured Hornibrook deep in
Wisconsin territory on the opening series of the third quarter. Chryst went back to the bench to give his star
running back friendly advice. Marcus Hayes forces and recovers a fumble and UNM gets a big stop inside its
10! Your teammates are going to need you. He was spotless the rest of the game. The defense also regrouped
and figured out the Lobos. Davie said Tuioti left the game with a head injury after the quarterback hit the turf
in the second quarter. New Mexico turned to Jones with second-string quarterback Coltin Gerhart already out
for the game because of injury. Jones was 9 of 16 for 79 yards with a touchdown and two interceptions. Davie
urged his players early in the week to focus on making incremental improvements while downplaying the
magnitude of a potential road upset. Mission accomplished in the first half. Bolstered by the return of
defensive lineman Isiahh Loudermilk from a left knee injury, the Badgers got more pressure in the backfield.
At New Mexico State next week. Wraps up nonconference play by hosting BYU next week.
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5: A 7 and a Ugly numbers for Tiger Woods in US Open
KeAndre Lambert, center, runs his pass pattern during Maury High School's first day of football practice for the season,
July 26, Lambert is one of the top juniors in South Hampton Roads.

The first lady won. AP -- As Tiger Woods stood in the middle of the first fairway, the last thing on his mind
was a 7. That number was the first thing on his scorecard Thursday in the U. Woods shot an 80 at Chambers
Bay three years ago, his most recent U. Open before back surgeries sidelined him. Woods rallied by playing
the rest of the front nine at 1-under par. After that, his putting fluctuated from spotty to just plain bad,
including four putts on the 13th. I blocked the next one, and blocked the next one. It was not very good.
Shinnecock Hills pushed him around the way it did so many other top names and supposed contenders. A 15th
major championship and first in 10 years appears beyond improbable for the greatest golfer of his generation.
Woods airmailed the green on his approach and it went down a steep hill into light rough. His pitch got onto
the green, but not nearly far enough to stay there, and rolled back down the hill a few steps to the left of where
Woods had been. When Woods went over the par-3 second green with his tee shot, a long, unproductive day
seemed imminent. He putted again, getting to 6 feet, but pushed the putt. He never looked like a three-time U.
Open winner -- most recently in -- but he played the rest of the front side in 1 under. After Woods set the
putter down behind his ball on the 10th green, he backed away when the ball moved. Then he replaced the ball
and made the putt for par. Then it got really ugly, and the frustration began to show with blown putt after
blown putt. He bogeyed the difficult par-3 11th after hitting into the bunker and leaving his next shot well
short of the pin. The four-putt was next, on the 13th.
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6: Los Angeles Times - We are currently unavailable in your region
"At the end of the day you've got to be honing on your keys. It's not a game where you can just forget this here and then
go run to the ball." Army has to deal with Oklahoma's improved.

He was 6 shots back of hole co-leaders Kevin Kisner and Zach Johnson. He had a lot of ground to make up at
Carnoustie. He needed a low round to really be in the conversation. After all, coming into this Saturday at The
Open, he was ranked No. But he cannot take advantage of having a short-iron approach, pulling it left.
Needing to get up and down to avoid opening with a demoralizing bogey -- which would have been costly
given he started the day 6 shots back and Carnoustie was already proving it was playing as easy as it had all
week -- Woods rolls home a footer to save both par and momentum. He two-putts from 33 feet for a third
consecutive par. This time he converts, hitting his third shot to 10 feet and then holing the putt for his first
birdie of the day. A safe approach to the green is followed by a two-putt par. It is time for Woods to take
advantage. Woods, after using driver off the tee, reaches the green in two, leaving himself about feet for eagle.
A two-putt gets him the birdie he needs at the par Woods, occasionally wild off the tee, was strong in his third
round. With yards to the hole, Woods gives himself a chance for another birdie. He cannot convert the footer,
settling for par. That is a missed opportunity as he tries to get closer to the leaders. The long putt from off the
green is right on line. As the ball approaches the hole, Woods takes a few steps, ready to unleash a patented
fist pump. The ball stops an inch short. On Friday, his tee shot went yards and left him with yards to the hole.
With driver in hand Saturday, Woods pounds one down the left side, knocking it 40 yards past where he did
on Friday. He hits what he would consider a disappointing second shot, one that has him staring at a footer for
birdie. That is when everything turns. Woods rolls that one in, a fist pump accompanying it as he walks to pick
the ball out of the hole. Woods pounds a driver down the middle of the fairway and then nearly holes out his
second shot. He taps in the 1-footer for his second straight birdie. This one goes yards -- yes, yards -- and
nearly comes to a stop on the green. He gets up and down again, though this time not for a par but for a third
consecutive birdie. He leaves himself yards to the hole on his second shot after hitting his tee shot just The
12th was the hardest hole on the course on Saturday, playing nearly a half-shot over par. Woods navigates his
way home, hitting a safe approach to 32 feet and then two-putting for par. Facing a footer for birdie, Woods
settles again for a two-putt par to stay bogey-free. Woods steps to the tee knowing he will need a birdie or he
will likely lose distance to the field later in the day. He lay back a bit on Friday, hitting his tee shot just On
Saturday, it is driver, and it travels yards. With yards to the hole, Woods gives himself a chance at eagle. He
finds the green with his second shot, the ball settling 60 feet from the hole. Another two-putt gives him
another birdie. For the first time since , Tiger Woods is tied for the lead in a major in the third round. Then it
is on to the most difficult part of the course, the daunting final three holes at Carnoustie. All day he found a
way to get up and down -- sometimes for par, sometimes for birdie. The putt slides by the hole. But Woods
hits a perfect iron off the tee and another solid second shot, leaving himself a makeable birdie putt to erase the
bogey at No. The footer slides by on the side, and Woods is forced to tap in for par. Hit in the fairway. Sure,
since Woods decided to hit an iron off the tee to make sure there was no drama. Except he pulls it down the
left side and narrowly misses dunking it in Barry Burn. Sitting in the deep rough, Woods chops his ball into
the fairway, short of where the burn runs in front of the green. Left with 84 yards for his third shot, Woods hits
a perfect wedge, leaving himself 10 feet to save par. He knocks it in to finish off a six-birdie, one-bogey
round.

7: College football odds, lines, schedule for Week 3: A major SEC West clash awaits - www.enganchecuba
But after making birdie putts from 25 feet on No. 5 and from 15 feet on No. 6, he figured out the speed of the greens and
was on his way. "I hit so many quality shots all day, whether it was tee.

8: Sorry, this content is not available in your region.
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Tua, by the way, continues to lead the nation in pass efficiency thanks in large part to 21 TD passes and zero picks in
attempts. He is averaging exactly 20 yards per completion.

9: Live blog: British Open, final round
Taylor also matched a career-high with three rushing touchdowns, and No. 5 Wisconsin asserted its dominance after
allowing a score on the game-opening drive to pull away for a win on Saturday. "I've got to take care of the body after a
game.
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